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Virtual meeting
May 7th 2020 

What’s the latest in the 
digital bioeconomy?

WELCOME! 
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What will happen today?

Purpose of the day

• Getting inspired – what does AI do, 
and what does it do well?

• Knowledge sharing – presentations 
by network members engaged in the 
digital transformation in the Nordic 
bioeconomy

• Co-creating solutions – reflections 
on relevant initiatives and possible 
ways forward
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What’s ongoing at the secretariat? 

Report, website 
& logotype

www.nordictestbednetwork.se
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What’s on the agenda?

Programme

10.00 Welcome and an introduction to the network and the programme of the day

10:15 Inspiration talk – What does AI do, and what does it do well? 
Marija Slavokovik, University of Bergen and member of CLAIRE (Confederation of laboratories for 
artificial intelligence research in Europe)

10:35 Testbed presentations – Get to know testbeds engaged in the digital transformation 
of the Nordic bioeconomy.

▪ AU Centre for Smart Farming slide 15-17
▪ Testbed for Digitalised Agriculture slide 18-21
▪ Auto2 slide 22-27
▪ OuluZone+ slide 28-31
▪ Drone Center Sweden slide 32-38
▪ Mistra Digital Forest slide 39-40
▪ FITPIG slide 41-46
▪ Alovivum slide 47-51
▪ Center for Precision Agriculture slide 52-56
▪ Gigacow slide 57-60
▪ AgroTech slide 61

12.00 Lunch

13.00 Digital Europe Programme and other relevant initiatives slide 63-67 

We share the latest updates on the initiatives and discuss possible ways forward

13.45 Summing up the day
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List of participants 

Håkan Isaksson – Swedish University of Agricultural 
Sciences

Jens-Peter Kjær Jensen – Nordic IoT Centre

Jonas Engström – Testbed for Digitalised Agriculture 
(testbed)

Jonas Rönnberg – SNS 

Julie Clavijo – VTT, Technical Research Centre of Finland

Karina Vincents Lohmann – AgroTech (testbed)

Katarina Ekegren – SNS 

Kolbrún Bjargmundsdóttir – Rannis

Lærke Engell Petersen – Danish Ministry of Environment 
and Food 

Lars Fremerey – GTS, Godkent Teknologisk Service

Liisa Pesonen – Natural Resources Institute Finland (Luke)

Liisa Saarenmaa – Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry 

Marc Ahlse – Sony Nordics

Margareta Emanuelson – Swedish University of Agricultural 
Sciences

Maria Tunberg – Analysys Mason

Markku Roschier – UAS Centre Finland

Mimmi Blomquist – SNS 

Monika Svanberg – Bioeconomy Region

Morten Ingerslev – University of Copenhagen

Natalie Von Der Lehr – Gigacow (testbed)

Niina Aagard – Nordic Innovation

Olavi Keranen – Business Finland 

Olle Gelin – Auto2 (testbed)

Paivi Haikkola – DIMECC Ltd

Per Anders Langendahl – Swedish University of 
Agricultural Sciences

Per Hansson – NKJ 

Qiang Wang – Vultus AB

Rauno Heikkilä – OuluZone+ (testbed)

Sinclair Mantell – Nakhlatec

Tanja Keisu – Biometria

Tanja Kolli – OuluZone+ (testbed)

Tomas Klingström – Gigacow (testbed)

Urban Wahlberg – Drone Center Sweden (testbed)

Vadim Kramar – Arctic Drone Labs & Smart City Oulu

Valgerður Jónsdóttir – Icelandic Forest Service 

Åke Sivertun – Drone Center Sweden (testbed)

Anders Baer - Telia

Anders Hedberg – Sensefarm AB

Anders Herlin – FITPIG (testbed)

Anna Wiberg – BioInnovation

Antje Klitkou – Nifu, Nordic Institute for Studies in 
Innovation, Research and Education

Audun Korsæth – Center for Precision Agriculture (testbed)

Caj Södergård – VTT, Technical Research Centre of Finland

Christina Skjöldebrand – Creative Future Business AB

Claus Aage Grøn Sørensen – AU Centre for Smart Farming  
(testbed)

David Berthet – Sony Nordics

Dirk Jan de Koning – Swedish University of Agricultural 
Sciences

Ella Gaddefors – Analysys Mason 

Erik Normark – Swedish Forest Agency  

Fredrik Holmgren Holm – RISE, Research Institutes of 
Sweden 

Fredrik Karlsson – Volvo

Gudmund Höst – NordForsk

Henrik Hedlund – Alovivum (testbed)
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Introducing the 
Nordic Testbed Network
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• Unite and strengthen testbeds 
aimed at supporting the digital 
transformation of the bioeconomy

• Vision 2023: Co-creating solutions 
for the digital bioeconomy

• Milestone for 2020: Increased 
knowledge sharing between Nordic 
testbeds active in the intersection 
between digitalisation and 
bioeconomy 

What is it about? 

Nordic Testbed Network
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Are we on the same page? 

Defining core 
concepts

Bioeconomy refers to the biomass-based part of the total economy.                 
It is often associated with concepts like green economy and circular economy. 
In the Nordic Testbed Network, it is defined as agriculture and forestry and 
focus lies on primary production. 

Digitalisation is a process of comprehensive social changes (e.g. new 
business models and infrastructure solutions). Digitisation is one component of 
digitalisation and refers to the conversion of information from analogue to 
digital format. 

Testbeds are physical or virtual environments where businesses, academia 
and other organisations can interact in the development, testing and 
introduction of new products, services, processes or organisational solutions 
in selected areas. A well-designed testbed has effectively integrated both 
"hardware” (equipment, physical facilities etc.) and "software" (competence, 
organisation, service offerings etc.).

Network is defined as a group of people or organizations in different places   
who work together and share information.
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Who can join the Nordic Testbed Network? 

Network members

The Nordic Testbed Network is open to anyone 
willing and able to contribute to the vision of the 
network. 

The core of the network is composed by 
testbeds engaged in digitalising the Nordic 
bioeconomy. The network is specifically targeted 
towards: 

• Testbeds where academia, businesses, and public 
organisations can interact

• Testbeds devoted to research, development, and 
commercialisation of products and services

• Testbeds encompassing forestry and/or agriculture 
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Why joining the Nordic Testbed Network? 

Network benefits

Network members get:

• Easy access to Nordic testbeds in the 
intersection between digitalisation and 
bioeconomy 

• Contact with stakeholders engaged in 
developing the Nordic digital bioeconomy

• Updates on relevant initiatives inside and 
outside of the Nordic region

• Invitation to network activities such as study 
visits and webinars

• Joining the network is free of any charge 
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2019 20202018

Initial report and 
decision to focus 
on a testbed 
network

Establishing the 
network

Setting the 2023 
vision

Report on policy 
initiatives and 
learnings from 
practice 

Virtual meeting, 

May 7th

Webinar,

Autumn
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What does AI do, and 
what does it do well?

Marija Slavokovik
University of Bergen & CLAIRE*
*Confederation of laboratories for artificial intelligence research in Europe

+47 55 58 23 77
Marija.Slavkovik@uib.no
http://slavkovik.com

mailto:Marija.Slavkovik@uib.no
https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=http%3a%2f%2fslavkovik.com&c=E,1,dl3HJBWRXqnfy_LDHLa6tekFW5GJx5LRXhFe9jrPpbcPNv2uUooMV109ophhsbMypLOAzq8urCl4Ua7tUvCyGwMKRyg1WEk0jhQ3Z5BN410NGA,,&typo=1
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Testbed presentations

Get to know testbeds engaged in the digital 
transformation of the Nordic bioeconomy
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Testbed presentations

• AU Centre for Smart Farming – Claus Aage Grøn Sørensen

• Testbed for Digitalised Agriculture – Jonas Engström

• Auto2 – Olle Gelin

• Ouluzone+ – Rauno Heikkilä & Tanja Kolli                                                                       

• Drone Center Sweden – Åke Sivertun & Urban Wahlberg

• Mistra Digital Forest – Sverker Danielsson

• FITPIG – Anders Herlin

• Alovivum – Henrik Hedlund

• Center for Precision Agriculture – Audun Korsæth 

• Gigacow – Tomas Klingström      

• AgroTech – Karina Vincents Lohmann
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Contact person: Claus Aage Grøn 
Sørensen claus.soerensen@eng.au.dk
+45 228 275 47

Web site: 
https://eng.au.dk/forskning/forskningsprogra
mmer-og-centre/au-agricultural-technology-
program/smart-farming/smartfarming/

AU Centre for Smart 
Farming

mailto:claus.soerensen@eng.au.dk
https://eng.au.dk/forskning/forskningsprogrammer-og-centre/au-agricultural-technology-program/smart-farming/smartfarming/
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AU Centre for Smart Farming

The centre deals with the following main issues:

• Advancing Precision Farming to Smart Farming as a key 
enabling technology and management system for a 
sustainable agricultural production and food chain

• Involves data-rich ICT services, data integration and 
communication, signal processing, automation technologies, 
high level automation planning and control, path 
planning/operations planning, open standards and 
interoperability

• Paradigm shift from scaling of technology items 
to intelligent optimisation with the ultimate goal of 
reaching Farming 4.0 as an equivalent to Industry 4.0 with 
its integration of cyber physical systems through smart data
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Contact person: Jonas Engström 
jonas.engstrom@ri.se +46 10 516 69 09

Web site: 
www.testbedsweden.se/testdemo/digitali
serat-jordbruk

Testbed for Digitalized 
Agriculture

mailto:jonas.engstrom@ri.se
http://www.testbedsweden.se/testdemo/digitaliserat-jordbruk
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Testbed for Digitalized Agriculture

• Arena for development and testing of new 
technology for agriculture in Sweden

• Digitalised – Fossil free – Autonomous

• Optimisation and control

• Battery powered autonomous machinery

• Smaller machines and new cropping systems

• About 20 partners from academia, industry, national 
and global agricultural industry, government body, 
start-ups

• 3-years start-up project, SEK 17 millions (Vinnova SEK 8 
millions)

• For ex. RISE, SLU, Ericsson, Lantmännen, Swedish Board of 
Agriculture, LRF, Telia, Volvo, SMHI, Yara, Bayer, Solvi
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Testbed for Digitalized Agriculture

Testbed for Digitalized Agriculture is an arena for 
the next generation of agricultural technology

• Providing access to relevant context, 
competence, technology and data

• Cross linking of academia, authorities, industry 
and agriculture
• LRF, Telia, Volvo, SMHI, Yara, Bayer, Solvi
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Contact person: Olle Gelin 
olle.gelin@skogforsk.se
+46 (0)70 376 68 80

Web site: www.skogforsk.se/nyheter/
2018/nytt-projektska-utveckla-
sjalvstyrande-skogsmaskiner

Auto2 – Automation for 

Autonomous Terrain Mobility

mailto:olle.gelin@skogforsk.se
http://www.skogforsk.se/nyheter/2018/nytt-projektska-utveckla-sjalvstyrande-skogsmaskiner
http://www.skogforsk.se/nyheter/2018/nytt-projektska-utveckla-sjalvstyrande-skogsmaskiner
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Background & problem description

The work environment has several challenges

• Working alone

• Performance requirements

• Falling objects

• Whole-body vibrations

• Monotonous postures

• Mental load

Consequences

• Larger machines

• Ground damage

• Recruitment problems
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Auto2 – steps towards terrain automation
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AR & VR – new driver support
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Contact person: Rauno Heikkilä 
rauno.heikkila@oulu.fi +358-40-5385840 
& Tanja Kolli tanja.kolli@oulu.fi

Web site: www.ouluzoneplus.com

OuluZone+

mailto:rauno.heikkila@oulu.fi
mailto:tanja.kolli@oulu.fi
http://www.ouluzoneplus.com/
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OuluZone (www.ouluzoneplus.com)
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Examples of activities at OuluZone

Heavy trucks tire testing system

Data fusion – combining data 
from different sources with real-
time data from the same system Autonomous working machinery
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Workshop possibilities – Open BIM based automation and robotics
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Contact person: Åke Sivertun 
+46 (0)70 791 89 22 ake.sivertun@ri.se & 
Urban Wahlberg +46 (0)70 994 14 54
urban@dronecentersweden.se

Web site: www.dronecentersweden.se

Drone Center Sweden

mailto:ake.sivertun@ri.se
mailto:urban@dronecentersweden.se
http://www.dronecentersweden.se/
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Why UAV R-zone in Västervik? No Military or Civil Flight zones!

To ensure that no flights arrive without 
notice in the test area, we suggest 
creating a restriction area for UAVs. 
40 x 60 km with maximum flight 
altitude 2500 m (GND-7000 ft MSL). In 
four sectors: A, B, C & D

Available landscapes, infrastructure and activities in 
the TUVA testbed area

• All common Northern European landscape types

• Coastal areas, lakes, rivers and wetlands

• Agriculture, forestry, fishing

• Urban and rural areas

• Industries of various kinds

• Infrastructure like roads, railways, power lines ...

• Outside military and civilian restriction zones

• Mobile infrastructure

• Paved 1,199 m airfield

• Good communication with railways, highways and 
in the sea. Oil, freight and passenger ferries.

The municipality has extended 
the runway to 1199 meters

ECSEL Joint Undertaking Electronic Components and Systems for EuropeanLeadership

https://www.ecsel.eu/
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Test activities performed with different UAVs, sensors and Navs

Control tower, offices, hangars and 
workshops within fences
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Telia’s and Ericsson’s vision: Why do we need Cellular & UAS 
Innovation Zone?

• To identify business opportunities with stakeholders -
how we can develop and manage "Airspace as a 
service"

• To apply important safety aspects that enable failure, 
but to prevent risks of accidents and collisions

• To apply the necessary performance improvements 
that optimize LTE & 5G connectivity - 3GPP antenna 
support features

• More efficient connectivity for UAVs while 
maintaining the performance of existing commercial 
mobile services

• Developing and applying security rules for 
autonomous and BVLOS UAV operation initiated by 
industry bodies and global aviation authorities with 
mobile spectrum - the common goals of the aviation 
and telecommunications industry
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• Number Inhabitants: 36,551

• Urban and rural areas, buildings, industries, ports, district 
heating plants, biogas production 

• Railways, national roads, power lines, fibre networks, GSM / 
LTE / 5G networks

• Farms, forests and waterways, research projects - Baltic Sea 
and agriculture, hospitals and health care with high quality, 
differentiated industries

Wishlist:
• Training of pilots - operators - technicians
• Support for a UAV Business Cluster
• Support for workshop facilities at ESSW
• High definition geo data infrastructure
• Support for a mobile innovation zone
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Suitable areas for agricultural and forestry research and testing

The forest industry is expected to earn SEK 100 
billion/year with UAVs, and improved information from 
Remote Sensing, UAVs and  Image & data processing

The Farming Society's agricultural school in Gamleby and 

Ogesta Hyllela property with 1700 dairy cows, 1300 other cows, 

2000 ha of agricultural land  in the AFarCloud testbed
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New technology enables for new analysis 

LiDAR for forest applications 
and for search and rescue

Glana-Hyperspectral Sensor, SLU with 
MAIA; EOPTIS Sentinel-2 compatible 
hyperspectral sensor 400-900 nm

Micasense Rededge and Medusa Systems 
gamma camera to map clay content in the 
ground

Wireless soil probes that measure water 
and nutrient in the farmland

Weather stations that deliver detailed local 
temperature, wind, air pressure, solar 
influx etc. to optimise agricultural practises
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Contact person: Sverker Danielsson 
sverker.danielsson@skogsindustrierna.se
+46 (0)8-762 79 67

Web site: 
https://www.mistradigitalforest.se/

Mistra Digital Forest

mailto:sverker.danielsson@skogsindustrierna.se
https://www.mistradigitalforest.se/
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Mistra Digital Forest

• Digitalisation that integrates the entire forestry 
value chain

• Integrating information flows and utilising the 
potential of information value chains

• Providing planning and decision support for forest 
management

• A Digital Forest Test site will be established as 
an important hub for the program cooperation

• Mistra Digital Forest is led by the Swedish 
Forest Industries (Skogsindustrierna)
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Contact person: Anders Herlin 
anders.herlin@slu.se +46–40 41 52 19

Web site: 
https://www.iof2020.eu/trials/meat/inter
operable-pig-tracking

FITPIG – Farm Internet 

Tracking of Pigs

mailto:anders.herlin@slu.se
https://www.iof2020.eu/trials/meat/interoperable-pig-tracking
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“IoF2020 is part of Horizon 2020 Industrial Leadership and supported by 
the European Commission with a budget of EUR 30 million. The aim of 
IoF2020 is to build a lasting innovation ecosystem that fosters the uptake 
of IoT technologies.”

FITPIG – farm internet tracking of pigs – part of IoF2020.eu
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Size - Weight

Lameness

Temperatur

Position/localisation

Lying/standing

Activity/mobility

Water intake

Cough/sneezing

Heart rate

Behaviour - Interactions
What can sensors 

monitor in pigs?

Identity

Feeding/eating

Heat

Farrowing
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• Sensor with accelerometer and PPG sensor in 
ear tag

• Activity
• PPG sensor (Photopletysmographic) sensor –

heart rate – resting animals 

• To be used to find and manage sows 
• That are about to farrow, have started 
• Indication of fever (elevated resting heart rate)
• Deviating behaviour
• In heat (find sows to be inseminated)

• Increase control in production, decision support, 
reduce losses

• Collaboration SLU-BT, CSEM in Switzerland, two  
Spanish companies and testbed farm in Sweden

Use case – FITPig (IOF2020.eu)
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Testbed farm in      
Southern Sweden

Watch Euronews 
program Futuris

Alerts to farmer and feedback, via mobile, etc.
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Contact person: Henrik Hedlund 
henrik.hedlund@alovivum.com 0702-
176539

Web site: 
https://odlandestadsbasarer.se/alovivum-
2/

Alovivum – Horticulture 

for the future

mailto:henrik.hedlund@alovivum.com
https://odlandestadsbasarer.se/alovivum-2/
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Plant research reveals hidden potentials (1)

Higher growth rates at increased nutrient concentration High growth capacity and a broad adaptation for survival 
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Maximum growth rates at optimal climate conditionsPlants have a high, unused productivity potential!

Plant research reveals hidden potentials (2)
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A new way to cultivate crops

Platform
• Horizontal or vertical cultivation
• Flexible and scalable framework
• Lighting for optimal QFD and spectrum
• Water and nutrients delivered as fog
• Shell for optimal climate conditions

Advantages
• Highly efficient cultivation
• Highly productive cultivation
• High quality cultivation
• Automation and control
• Compact, year-around growth
• Sustainable cultivation
• Circular flows and recovery
• Renewable energy supply 

Targets 
• Residential buildings & restaurants
• Urban farming & market places
• Empty farm buildings
• Modern greenhouses
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A testbed for the digital bioeconomy

Testbed
• Horizontal IoT platform
• Wireless connectivity
• Sensor data collection
• Open APIs
• Data services
• Surveillance
• Sharing
• Control
• Analysis
• AI engine

Sensor data
• Temperature
• Humidity
• Light (QFD, spectrum)
• EC, pH
• Levels
• Volumes
• Masses
• Flow rates
• Consumption
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Contact person: Audun Korsæth 
audun.korsaeth@nibio.no
(+47) 404 82 560

Web site: https://precisionag.no/

Center for Precision 
Agriculture

mailto:audun.korsaeth@nibio.no
https://precisionag.no/
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Our human capital
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Project example 1: SolarFarm 2018–2022  
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Project example 2: PRESIS – Precision farming reach-out to farmers (2020–2024)

Illustrasjon: Trimble Inc. 2018

Research-based 
development of 
quality-tested, 
climate-friendly and 
profitable services for 
the farmer
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Contact person: Tomas Klingström 
tomas.klingstrom@slu.se Natalie Von Der 
Lehr natalie.von.der.lehr@slu.se

Web site: 
https://www.slu.se/institutioner/
husdjursgenetik/forskning/gigacow/

Gigacow

mailto:tomas.klingstrom@slu.se
mailto:natalie.von.der.lehr@slu.se
https://www.slu.se/institutioner/husdjursgenetik/forskning/gigacow/
https://www.slu.se/institutioner/husdjursgenetik/forskning/gigacow/
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Background

• Digitalisation – “IoT”

• Climate threats and opportunities
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Gigacow

• Automated data collection from dairy farms

• All animals are genotyped via Växas’ service for 
genome analysis

• Creates a “baseline” with data from the farm's 
management system, works for access to other 
sources (Växa Kokontrollen etc.)

• Part of the Nordic Testbed Network, can serve 
as a platform for the development/validation of 
new sensors

Agreement with farmers:

• We pay for genome analysis (costs about SEK 
250 per animal)

• Participants have access to their data and we 
try to visualise this in a good way

• Data is stored at SLU and some data is sent to 
open databases
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Data collection
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Contact person: Birgitte Feld Mikkelsen 
bfm@teknologisk.dk Karina Vincents
Lohmann kafi@teknologisk.dk

Web site: 
https://www.dti.dk/specialists/agrotech/3
6805

AgroTech

mailto:bfm@teknologisk.dk
mailto:kafi@teknologisk.dk
https://www.dti.dk/specialists/agrotech/36805
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Lunch break

Welcome back at 13.00

13.00 Digital Europe Programme and other relevant initiatives
We share the latest updates on the initiatives and discuss possible ways forward 

13.45 Summing up the day
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Digital Europe 
Programme and other 
relevant initiatives

We share the latest updates on relevant initiatives 
and discuss possible ways forward
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Updates on 
relevant initiatives

Maria Tunberg

Reflections from 
SNS and NKJ

Jonas Rönnberg, 
Per Hansson

Open discussion

All participants
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Digital Europe Programme

• Building up the strategic digital capacities in EU

• Aims to improve Europe's competitiveness in the global digital economy and increase its 
technological autonomy

• Proposed overall budget of EUR 9.2 billion for 2021–2027

• Five focus areas:

Super computers Artificial intelligence Cybersecurity

Advanced digital skills

Wide use of digital technologies across the economy and society
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European Digital Innovation Hubs 

A European Digital Innovation Hub (DIH) is a single 
entity or a coordinated group of entities with 
complementary expertise and a not-for-profit 
objective to support the digital transformation of 
companies and/or public sector organisations on a 
large scale. This support includes access to services 
such as technology-testing, financing advice, and 
market intelligence. 

Reference testing and experimentation facilities

A Reference Testing and Experimentation Facility is 
a technology infrastructure that has specific 
expertise and experience of testing mature 
technology in a given sector, under real or close to 
real conditions (smart hospital, smart city, 
experimental farm, corridor for connected and 
automated driving, etc.). 
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What do you think?

Open discussion

1) Are you engaged in any initiative today?

• Can you briefly tell us about the initiative? 

• What other actors are involved?

2) Would you be interested in getting involved in any initiative?

• What type of initiative?

• What contacts would you need?

3) Additional reflections?

Please keep your reflections short and concise to allow time for 
everyone – thank you!
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Thank you for    
joining us 

today!

Next up:

Newsletter, June 
If you want to receive the letter, please contact: 

maria.Tunberg@analysysmason.com

Webinar, fall 2020
For more information please see the coming 

newsletters.

mailto:maria.Tunberg@analysysmason.com

